"Leggo my ___"

Cuisine frozen meals usually range between 200-300 calories

Callender's is a restaurant chain and a brand of frozen meals

Lasagna and mac and cheese are just two ___ dishes that can be frozen

___ brands: Red Baron, Tombstone, DiGiorno, Tony's

Heinz owns the ___ brand whose name combines Oregon and Idaho

Chicken ___ is often considered a comfort food with a pastry crust

Frozen ___ has less calories than most ice creams

Foods is a brand known for frozen breaded chicken and pot pies

Ice cream should not be confused with Dreyer's ice cream

Frozen ___ breasts, wings and tenders are very convenient

K.C. Penguin is the mascot for Kid ___ frozen meals

___ Choice frozen meals are for the fat and calorie conscious eater

Chicken ___ are a favorite for kids

Hot ___ are microwavable turnovers with sandwich-like fillings

This company will deliver frozen foods to your front door

A frozen ___ kit might include broccoli, carrots and other veggies

Clarence ___ began selling flash frozen food in 1930

Have a mini quiche or jalapeno poppers as an ___ before your meal

Preformed ___ patties make grilling easy

Swansons produces ___ ___ TV dinners

Italian ___ are good on their own or in a spaghetti sauce

___ steak dinners with mashed potatoes is a frozen dinner favorite

___ is known for their family size frozen meals like lasagna

Kids love to dip their ___ in tartar sauce or ketchup

___ are a starchy addition to breakfast

Breaded ___ sticks can be baked or deep fried at home

Crinkle cut, steak, curly, seasoned and wedges are types of ___ ___